Community for Data Integration
August Monthly Meeting

August 12, 2020
Leslie Hsu, CDI Coordinator

Meeting the CDI community
August 2020: Staff Profile expertise keywords of CDI members. 47 profiles, 193 keywords
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Finding CDI Resources
CDI Wiki

CDI Microsoft Team
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Community for Data Integration
August Monthly Meeting
August 12, 2020
Tim Quinn, Chief, Office of Enterprise Information
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Machine Learning Mondays
A weekly USGS-CDI course on image analysis using machine learning.
Coming this fall...
https://dbuscombe-usgs.github.io/MLMONDAYS/
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Today’s presentations
Integrating short-term climate forecast
into a restoration management
support tool
Caitlin Andrews, USGS

CDI Pop-Up Lab
- Cloud optimized files and new transfer options - Theo Barnhart
and Drew Ignizio
- Irregular meshes for data operations - quadtrees - Thomas
Rapstine
- Streamstats - Kitty Kolb
- Speaking Git and code.usgs.gov - available resources Discussion
- Who is in the CDI? Staff Profiles – Leslie Hsu
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What’s happening around the CDI
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What's happening
around the CDI

August 2020
For more information on any of the collaboration areas, see
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/x/yhv1I

August 2020 –
eDNA Community of
Practice

Group Contacts: Jason
Ferrante, Damian
Menning, Chris Merkes
jferrante@usgs.gov
dmenning@usgs.gov
cmerkes@usgs.gov

https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/display/cdi/ETWG+eDNA
+Community+of+Practice
News: The site is updated! Current listserv has been
emailed and invited to take a look/ start getting work
done. Forums are active and requests will be taken to
add features. GeDWG community invited to participate.
Membership is open to anyone. Sharepoint sheet sign up
for emails (open to anyone in DOI who has the link)
Please let your non-DOI contacts with eDNA interest
know that they can get access (instructions on the site)

Next Event: August 19 - Town Hall Meeting
• Presentation Topics: Human-Centered Approach and
Usability

August 2020 –
Usability

• Inclusive Problem-Solving to Reduce Natural Hazard Impacts &
Disaster Risk - Jamie Albrecht, Design Strategy Manager from
Impact360 Alliance

• Next Resource Review: September 15
•

Group Contacts:
Sophie Hou

chungyihou@contractor.usgs.gov

Main Discussion Topic: Testing usability with mobile devices/for mobile
applications

• Ongoing activity:
• Have usability questions? Post them at:
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/x/yZCpJg
• Interested in being a usability tester? Sign up at:
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/x/ZMmpJg
• Want to stay in touch? Join Listserv via:
https://listserv.usgs.gov/mailman/listinfo/cdi-usability

Past Event: July 15, Resource Review
• Main Discussion Topic: Designing usability/user experience (UX) for mobile
devices

August 2020 –
Risk Community
of Practice

Annual Meeting This Week! August 11-13 @ 12-5p ET
• Aug 12 @ 12p ET – panel on risk analysis
• Aug 13 @ 12p ET – connections to EarthMAP
• Full Agenda and Teams meeting links:

Group Contacts:
Kris Ludwig, Dave
Ramsey, Emily Brooks
riskyworld@usgs.gov
Risk Community of Practice
Wiki

https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=67
5284240.

Hazards, Race, and Social Justice Speaker Series
• Organized by Hazards Mission Area and ONYX
• 5-part series featuring external speakers August 18, 25,
additional dates TBD in September
• Learn more at:
https://doimspp.sharepoint.com/sites/HazardsRaceandSocialJustice

Events
August 2020
DevOps Working
Group

Contacts
Derek Masaki
(dmasaki@usgs.gov)
David Hughes
(drhughes@usgs.gov)

Past Event: 11am ET Tue Aug 4
David Smith (smith.davidg@epa.gov)
(EPA Office of Information Management - OIM)
Dave leads teams that have been engaged in developing containerized
application solutions, CI/CD pipelines for application and infrastructure
provision and are exploring several cloud platform options, including
Cloud.gov and AWS.

Next Event: 11am ET Tue Oct 6
Jan Krysa (krysa.jan@epa.gov)
(EPA Office of Digital Services and Technical Architecture - ODSTA)
Jan is an enterprise architect at the an EPA Center of Excellence for agile
systems engineering and project management. The Office plans and
manages the architecture and future directions of EPA’s information
technology infrastructure and identifies new technologies and technology
support capabilities in response to Agency requirements.

Past Event: July 2nd

August 2020
Data Visualization
Collaboration Area

Exploration and Reflections on COVID Case Finder (Tableau)
We had a great webinar (50+ participants!) with Chuck Hansen of the
California Water Science Center. There’s a recording of the discussion, too.

Next Event: October
Topic TBD

Contacts
Colleen Nell
(cnell@usgs.gov)

Currently Working On: CDI Data Viz Survey Results
We’re parsing through the results of our user interest survey and will get
back to you soon with some fun graphics visualizing the results. The
findings will help inform the direction that the Data Viz CDI group grows. If
you’d like to be a part of that growth, email Colleen (cnell) to get in touch!
Get updates via our Confluence Page or sign up for our Listserv!

August 2020 –
Data Management
Working Group

Group Contacts:
Viv Hutchison
- vhutchison@usgs.gov
Madison Langseth mlangseth@usgs.gov

Next event: Monday, September 14, 2020
• Digitizing maps, photos, and field records, Kelly
Haberstroh and Jenny Stevens
• Incorporating data into records management,
Janelda Biagas and Rhonda Davis
Past event: Monday, August 10, 2020
• DOI's eERDMS centralized records and
document management system, Lynda Speck
and Jim Nagode, USBR
• Story time: Retiring Scientists and the Data
They Left Behind, Tara Bell, Robin Tillitt, and
Sue Kemp

August 2020 –
Software Development
Next event August 26 3:30pm ET:
• TBD

Group Contacts:
mguy@usgs.gov
jknewson@usgs.gov
ccladino@usgs.gov

• Join us on MSTeams
Past event:
• No July meeting

Announcement

Contact:
Emily Bischoff
or chs@usgs.gov

Cloud Hosting Solutions is Soliciting Artificial
Intelligence/Machine Learning Use Cases
An opportunity to try out Amazon SageMaker, a
machine learning service that builds, trains, and
deploys machine learning models, is available for
use.
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/x/XIFbK
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CDI Pop-up Lab
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Cloud Optimized GeoTiffs (COG)
Broad question or need: A geospatial
grid format suitable for publishing and
Web-based queries.
Specific technical need: Easy to
generate, good compression, standalone file.
Solution: Cogeo.org and Rasterio!
How did I learn it: Worked through
examples using Jupyter and the
Sciencebase S3 bucket.
Theo Barnhart (USGS)

CDI Pop-up Lab:
Serving cloud optimized files
Drew Ignizio
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CDI Pop-up Lab:
Irregular meshes and quadtrees
Thomas Rapstine
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USGS StreamStats
Broad question: How do we streamline the
delineation of watersheds to calculate flow
statistics for ungaged areas?
Technical Need: A GIS system to calculate
things more quickly than the old fashioned
planimeter method
Solution to the need: StreamStats.usgs.gov,
built on ArcHydro, SSHydro, and Leaflet
How I learned it: StreamStats Training docs and
webinars, classes on ArcHydro
Kitty Kolb

Photo credit: J.C. Weaver

Speaking Git
At today's Metadata Reviewers
meeting, I had the feeling that
many of us were discovering that
we need to know what these Git
terms mean: main branch, fork,
issue, tag.
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Speaking Git
At today's Metadata Reviewers
meeting, I had the feeling that
many of us were discovering that
we need to know what these Git
terms mean: main branch, fork,
issue, tag.

Shared runners
Personal access token
CI/CD
TFA
SSH keys
GPG keys
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Speaking Git
Some places to start:
• 18F: How do I speak Git(hub)
• Git(hub) Glossary
• GS-Software Microsoft Team (and wiki tab)
• USGS Software Management Website
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Meeting the CDI community
August 2020: Staff Profile expertise keywords of CDI members. 47 profiles, 193 keywords
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Meeting the CDI community
August 2020: Staff Profile expertise keywords of CDI members. 47 profiles, 193 keywords
#
9
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

keyword
data management
geospatial analysis
data preservation
geographic information systems
hydrology
improvement of scientific data usability
land use change
remote sensing
spatial analysis

#
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

keyword
aquatic ecosystems
biodiversity
data communication
ecosystems
informatics
land use and land cover
metadata management
water quality
water resources
web service development

All except one of the terms on this slide are in the USGS Thesaurus, https://apps.usgs.gov/thesaurus
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Meeting the CDI community
Keywords with 2 occurrences
biogeography
cartography
computational methods
data science
data visualization
ecohydrology
ecological processes
ecosystem functions
environmental assessment
freshwater ecosystems
geographic information systems (GIS)

geoinformatics
GIS
habitat alteration
hazards
human impacts
hydrologic modeling
image analysis
information management
interoperability
invasive species
land surface characteristics

mathematical simulation
metadata
natural resource management
project management
python
runoff
standards
streamflow
water cycle
web interface development

23 of 32 terms on this slide are in the USGS Thesaurus, https://apps.usgs.gov/thesaurus
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Meeting the CDI community
Keywords with 1 occurrence
advanced technologies
aerial photography
agile
amazon web services
amazon web services (aws
animals
arcgis products
archives
bayesian analysis
benthic ecosystems
biogeochemistry
bioinformatics
biological soil crusts
business intelligence
carbon cycling
citizen seismology
climate science
collaboration
collaborative learning
computational biology
contaminant hydrologeology
contamination and pollution
core analysis
data architecture
data citation
data curation
data resource management
data warehousing
database administration
DataOps

debris flows
decision support
desert ecosystems
dredging
droughts
earthquake preparedness
earthquakes
ecological flows
ecological statistics
ecological stressors
ecotoxicology
electromagnetic methods
endangered &amp; threatened species
enterprise data systems
environmental decision making
environmental dna
evapotranspiration study
facilitation
Federal Geographic Data Committee
federal geospatial contacts
fire control
fisheries biology
fishery resources
forest ecosystems
forest resources
genetics
geodatabase administration
geographic information system
geologic field mapping
geologic map editing

geologic names review
geomorphology
grassland ecosystems
habitats
high-throughput computing
imperfection
itil
javascript
knowledge information system development
knowledge organization system development
land cover change
leadership
libraries
linking soils and hydrology
magnetotellurics
marine ecosystems
marine geology
marine water quality
mathematical ecology
mathematical modeling
mine drainage
molecular ecology
nonpoint-source pollution
numerical modeling
nutrient cycling
ocean sciences
paleobotany
pesticide and herbicide contamination
physical oceanography
PMI

policy analysis
population dynamics
population ecology
priority ecosystem science
process automation
projected climate change and hydrology
python/biopython scripting
realtime programming
records management
reef ecosystems
remote sensing application to hydrology
restoration
risk research and applications
sciencebase
scientific computing
scientific programming
sea-level change
sediment transport
shrubland ecosystems
snow hydrology
social network development
software application development
software engineering
software management
software release policy
soil resources
spatial and relational databases
spatial data standards
species diversity
SQL

statistical analysis
stream ecology
surface water (non-marine
surface water quality
systems architecture
technical editing
The National Map
topography
typescript
vegetation
verbose zone hydrology
vertebrates
virtual communities
volcanic activity
volcanic hazards
volcanic sector collapse
water budget
water supply and demand
watershed hydrology
web application development
web services

55 of the 142 terms on this slide are in the USGS Thesaurus, https://apps.usgs.gov/thesaurus
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Meeting the CDI community
Next steps (need help from you)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Add more CDI members (thumbs up on the chat please)
Provide resources on creating staff profiles and choosing keywords (see meeting page)
Find out if keywords be pulled automatically, given a staff profile URL?
Choose a proper data structure
Document a repeatable and semi-automated workflow to pull keywords into proper data structure
Analyze terms and suggest aligned terms
Suggest new terms to the USGS Thesaurus team
Help CDI members find peers with similar expertise keywords (or peers with desired keywords)
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